
PRE-TOURNAMENT 

ELECTRONIC SCRIPT SUBMISSION 

Electronic Script Submission for NITOC can be submitted until May 13, 2013 at midnight.  

Please send all script submission materials to:  NITOCScripts@gmail.com 

In the subject line, please put the following information: Last Name, First Name, Speech Event, 

e.g. Kirk, James T, Dramatic Interpretation 

All the standard script submission forms are required, as well as all the mandatory parts of the 

script submission. The script submission forms must be signed, scanned, and sent electronically. 

After script approval, print the approved script email, attach it to the complete script package, 

and bring both to the express script submission line at the tournament. 

Approval of scripts are based only on the edition that is sent. If changes are made after approval, 

the changed script must be resubmitted.  

Details & Instructions: 

Please go over the script submission checklists with your coach or parent before sending the 

script package. Use the appropriate Stoa script submission forms. 

Interpretive Speeches: Dramatic Interpretive, Humorous Interpretive, Open Interpretive, Duo 

Interpretive 

All interpretive speeches will need the original source of the material photocopied and scanned 

and sent together with your script and signed form in order to file electronically. 

Interpretive checklist and submission form:   

http://www.stoausa.org/speech-events/interpretive-speeches   

Platform Speeches: Expository, Original Oratory, or Persuasive 

All platform speeches will need the script sent with your signed form in order to file 

electronically. We recommend that you check your citations through http://www.Easybib.com.   

Platform checklist and submission form:   

http://www.stoausa.org/speech-events/platform-speeches  

Do not submit a script package that is missing anything, including the physically signed and 

scanned script submission forms. 

All script submissions will be taken in the order they are received. 



If your initial script submission needs to be changed or is incomplete, you will receive an email 

relating what it needs to be approved. When you resubmit your script, it will be treated as a new 

submission and will be taken, again, in the order it is received. 

You will be sent an email notifying you if your script package has been approved. Print and save 

your approved script email – attach it to your script and bring them both to the tournament. 

Approved pre-tournament scripts will still need to be brought to the tournament. Bring the 

script submission materials along with the approved script email to the Express Script 

Submission table. Whether or not your script is approved electronically, you must submit your 

entire script package at the tournament. There must be a hard copy of all entries on site during 

the tournament. 

If we are unable to approve or check your script submission because of time constraints, we will 

notify you and you will need to bring your materials to the standard script submission table at the 

tournament. 

All pre-tournament electronic scripts will be deleted at the closing of the first day of the 

tournament.  

 


